THE FLIGHT TO INDIA
say, but the pathos of the sight of that tremendous building
struck everyone as we all flew over it and its near-by mooring
mast, together in formation. The only advantage which it seems
to possess at present is that its existence enables the troops to play
two games of football at once under shelter from the midday
sun. It is reported, also, that indoor polo is contemplated.
"Soon the two aerodromes were behind us, the civil landing-
ground which formed then the blank wall which shut off" the
efficiency and convenience of Imperial Airways well-run liners
from the rest of India, and the Service aerodrome, where our
machines had spent those busy weeks.
"Below us there now stretched what seemed to be boundless
immensity of yellowy brown plains, here and there broken by
ravines cut away in tangled patterns by freshets and spates of the
in&equent yearly rains. As one looked more closely these
apparently featureless wastes became lined and cut-up by great
straightnesses stretching unwaveringly mile upon mile through
the deserts. These were the new canals and their countless
branches which were destined to bring their trickles of life-giving
water from the huge river, the Indus, which would turn the
waste into a granary. Every now and then, almost by surprise, a
single low building, the canal inspector's rest-house, would
appear on the bank of some excavation many hundreds of feet
below, cut off as it seemed from any other human habitation.
"Away to the westward over our port wing-tips we could see
the distant mountains of Afghanistan, their summits tipped with
the whitest snow and wreathed round with nestling white
cumulus cloud. Beneath these fairy peaks there came die now
familiar severely outlined zone of deep purple haze, which cut
off all the middle of the hills from our vision. Below this again,
forming a junction as it were between this wine-dark belt and
the plains themselves, was this hard, rugged and endlessly
broken up maze of brown stony foothills, where the Baluchi
and the Brahui wander slowly leading their strings of super-
cilious camels. More than four hours passed of such scenes, and,
as one's mind became accustomed to the monotony, suddenly
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